The mesolimbic dopaminergic (ML-DA) system has been recognized for its central role in motivated behaviors, various types of reward, and, more recently, in cognitive processes.
directed behaviors and in the promotion and reinforcement of learning. The affective neuroethological perspective presented here views the ML-DA system in terms of its ability to activate an instinctual emotional appetitive state (SEEKING) evolved to induce organisms to search for all varieties of life-supporting stimuli and to avoid harms. A description of the anatomical framework in which the ML system is embedded is followed by the argument that the SEEKING disposition emerges through functional integration of ventral basal ganglia (BG) into thalamocortical activities. Filtering cortical and limbic input that spreads into BG, DA transmission promotes the "release" of neural activity patterns that induce active SEEKING behaviors when expressed at the motor level. Reverberation of these patterns constitutes a neurodynamic process for the inclusion of cognitive and perceptual representations within the extended networks of the SEEKING urge. In this way, the SEEKING disposition influences attention, incentive salience, associative learning, and anticipatory predictions. In our view, the rewarding properties of drugs of abuse are, in part, caused by the activation of the SEEKING disposition, ranging from appetitive drive to persistent craving depending on the intensity of the affect. The implications of such a view for understanding addiction are considered, with particular emphasis on factors predisposing individuals to develop compulsive drug seeking behaviors. Abbreviations: ARAS, ascending reticular activating system; BG, basal ganglia; CPP, conditioned place preference; DA, dopamine; ESSB, lectric self-stimulation of the brain; FAPs, Fixed Action Patterns; GABA, gamma aminobutyric acid; MFB, medial forebrain bundle; ML, mesolimbic; ML-DA system, mesolimbic dopamine system; NS-DA system, nigrostriatal dopamine system; NE, norepinephrine; Nacc, nucleus accumbens; pFC, prefrontal cortex; TD, temporal difference models; VP, ventral pallidum; VTA, ventral tegmental area 
